Business Studies
KNOWLEDGE ORGANISER
Y11 Theme 2 Building a Business

Unit Sheets
Self-assess yourself against the content. Start revision on the
areas you are least confident.
Business Topics: Paper 2
Building a business
content

Business Growth

Methods of Growth
internal/external
Changes in Aims and Objectives
Business Globalisation
Ethics, the environment and
business
Product – design mix
Making marketing decisions

Product Life cycle
Importance of differentiation
Price strategies
Promotional Strategies
Place
Using the marketing mix to make
business decisions
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decisions

Working with suppliers
Managing quality
The sales process
Business Calculations: gross profit
and net profit

Decisions

operational
Financial

Making

Making

Business operations

Calculating and interpreting Profit
margins and average rate of

Self-Assessment
How
confident
are you?

Resources I could use

2nd

Final

See the powerful

review

review

knowledge and revision
tools section

return
Understanding business
performance

Making Human Resource decisions

Organisational structure –
hierarchical/ flat/ centralised and
decentralised
The importance of effective
communications
Different ways of working
Effective recruitment
Effective training and
development
Motivation
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POWERFUL KNOWLEDGE
In this section you can find the key information your teachers
want you to know, understand and be able to recall.
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2.1 Growing the business
Key word
Research and
development
Innovation
E-commerce
Merger
Takeover
Public Limited
Company
Multinational
Assets
Interest
Secured
Dividends
Stock Market
Flotation
Stock Exchange
Degree of
Competition
Market share
Culture
Retrenchment
Organisational
structure
Product Portfolio
Globalisation
Imports
Exports
Domestically
Tariff
Protectionist measure
Trading bloc
Localise
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Definition
Research into new products or processes and developing ideas that are
generated from research
The act of creating new products or processes
Using the internet to carry out business transactions
When two or more businesses join together to operate as one business
When one business buys another business and incorporates it into their
own business
An incorporated business that can sell shares to the public (also known as
a PLC)
A business with operations in more than one country (also known as
multinational corporation or MNC)
Items owned by a business, such as premises, equipment or stock
The cost of borrowing, or a percentage of the amount of money borrowed
that must be repaid in addition to the original amount borrowed
Guaranteed, because if the business fails to pay back the money the bank
can take the asset and sell it
A percentage of a business’s profits that is paid to shareholders as a
reward for their investment in the business
The process of changing a business to a public limited company (PLC) by
issuing shares for sale on a stock exchange
A place where shares in PLCs can be bought and sold
The number and size of businesses competing in a particular market
The proportion of sales in a market that taken by one business
The general attitudes, behaviour and beliefs of a business and its
workforce
When a business downsizes the scale of operations by reducing the
number of employees or closing less profitable branches
The way in which the workforce is organised, usually a hierarchy with
people reporting to managers all the way up to the chief executive
officer (CEO)
The range of goods and services offered by any one business
When businesses operate on an international scale and gain international
influence or power
The flow of goods and services into a country from another country
The flow of goods and services out of a country to another country
At home or within a business’s home country
A tax imposed on imports and exports
An action taken by government to reduce the flow of imports into the
country
A group of countries that agree to act together to promote trade
between themselves
Adapt to suit the local area and its needs, particularly in terms of
culture, language or geographical location

Ethics
Stakeholder

Trade-off

Profit margin
Green audit
Sustainability
Finite resource
(also known as a nonrenewable resource)
Pressure group

Moral principles or standards that guide the behaviour of a person or
business
Anyone who has an interest in the activities of a business, such as its
workers, its suppliers, its directors, the local community and the
government
A balance between two differing or opposing objectives, such as making a
profit and spending money on ethical activities that will enhance the
business’s reputation
The proportion of revenue left over after costs have been deducted
Detailed review of a business’s impact on the environment, either
conducted by the business itself or by an independent organisation
Acting to ensure that natural resources are use responsibly, to protect
the environment for future generations
A resource that does not renew itself quickly enough to meet society’s
consumption of that resource, such as oil and natural gas

A group of people who join together to try to influence government policy
or business policy for a particular cause
Boycott
Refusing to buy from or interact with a particular business or
organisation
Viral marketing
Using online channels, such as video-sharing or social media sites, to
spread a campaign message by encouraging people to share with their
friends
Lobbying
Trying to influence the government or other organisations
2.2 Making marketing decisions
Key word
Marketing mix
Aesthetics
Viable
Product portfolio
Maximise
Unique Selling Point
(USP)
Mass market
Generic
Niche market
Discontinued
Emotive language
Medium
Sales promotion
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Definition
The four ‘P’s of marketing, which are product, price, promotion and
place
The visual attractiveness of something
Capable of working or succeeding
The range of goods and services offered by any one business
Increase to the greatest possible amount or make the most of
something
Something that makes a product stand out from its competitors
A large market where customers have similar needs and characteristics
A characteristic relating to an entire group, not specific
A small market where customers have very specific needs or
characteristics
No longer produced or sold
Language intended to affect people at an emotional level, usually using
adjective such as crazy, cutting-edge or cool
The way in which something is communicated (media the plural of
medium)
A short-term special offer, usually in form of a discount, used by a
business to attract customers to buy a product or service

Stock
Pressure group
Viral marketing
E-commerce
M-commerce
Retailing
E-tailing
Markup
Third-party platform
Integrated marketing
mix
Patent

The products held by a business in a shop or warehouse for sale to
customers
A group of people who join together to try to influence government
policy or business policy for a particular cause
Advertising using social networking to increase sales of boost brand
awareness
Using the internet to carry out business transactions
Using mobile technologies, such as smartphones and tablets, to carry
out business transactions
Selling products or services to customers – in this case, in a physical
shop
Retailing to customers through the internet, such a through an ecommerce website
The amount of money added to the cost price of a product or service to
make the final retail price
An e-commerce website or service that is run by an unrelated business
A marketing mix that has a theme with the elements all supporting each
other
A legal protection of an invention, design or idea, meaning that it is
illegal for another company to copy it

2.3 Making operational decisions
Key word
Bespoke
Automation
Economies of scale

Downtime
Standardised
Cost per unit (average
cost)
Efficiency
Supply chain
management (SCM)
Procurement
Fluctuate
Logistics
Perishable
Quality mark
Competitive
advantage
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Definition
Designed and made for an individual customer
Using machinery or robotics to do jobs instead of using people to do them
A situation where average costs (of production, distribution and sales, for
example) falls as business increases the amount of product that it
produces, distributes and sells
Time when a person or machine is not producing anything
When every example of a product is exactly the same as the others
How much it costs to make each product or service, taking into
consideration all of the variables
Efficiency is the fundamental reduction in the amount of wasted resources
that are used to produce a given number of goods or services (output).
The management of the flow of goods and resources through the
production process
The process of managing a business’s major purchases, from raw materials
to delivery vans
Rise and fall in number or amount
The organisation and management within a business of the transport of
raw materials and goods
Likely to go out of date or go off quickly
A standard of quality given to a business that is accredited by a
professional body
An advantage a business has over its rivals that is unique and sustainable

E-tailing
Retailing
Transaction
Quantitative
Metric
Qualitative
Differentiate

Retailing to customers through the internet, such a through an ecommerce website
Selling products or services to customers – in this case, in a physical shop
The act of buying or selling something
Concerning the quantity or amount of something that can be measured in
numbers
A standard of measurement
Concerning the quality of something that cannot be shown in numbers
Show that something (in this case, a product) is different from similar
things

2.4 Making financial decisions
Key word
Cost of sales
Profit margin
Inflation
Variable
Infographic
Demographic
Qualitative data
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Definition
The direct costs of purchasing raw materials and manufacturing finished
products
A measure of profitability calculated as a percentage of revenue
The general increase in prices over time
A quantity used in calculation or some measurable piece of information
A graphic representation of information to make it interesting and easy to
understand
Relating to the structure of a population
Concerning the quality of something that cannot be measured in numbers

A business grows when it expands in size. This can be measured by: turnover, profit, employees, share capital, market share, number of stores or capital employed.
Benefits of growth: Economies of scale, enhanced reputation, wider reach, increased revenue.
Internal / Organic Growth:
New product development: needs investment in R&D, risky as new product may fail but costs are still incurred in development. Market development: Selling existing products
to a new group of people (e.g. e-commerce = wider geographical coverage, exporting = new foreign markets.) Multinational: company that operate in multiple countries.
Benefits: wider target market, economies of scale, can take advantage of cheaper labour, utilities or materials abroad & spread risks between countries. Drawbacks: loss of
focus on target market, cultural changes / differences, uncertainty, exchange rates for currency, may have different legislation covering products, decentralisation.
External Growth:
When a company sales & profits by buying other companies, rather than from its own operations. Mergers – when two or more businesses join together (e.g. Orange+
Tmobile=EE), Takeovers – one business takes control of another (Morrisons bought Safeway and changed stores to Morrisons).
Benefits: Economies of scale,  revenue & market share, buying technology (easier to buy tech already developed than to develop new), export infrastructure (buying an
existing business in another country makes exporting there easier).
Drawbacks: Clash of cultures, possible communication problems, unreliable merger partners, diseconomies of scale (duplication of roles/positions &  overheads) - 80% fail Becoming a PLC
A limited liability company, shares freely sold & traded to the public (may be privately held, often by another PLC), shares bought & sold on stock market, own legal status so
owners cannot be sued & are only liable for the money they have invested in the business.
Benefits:  access to capital, liquidity (shares can be bought and sold), make acquisitions (give shares to target firm), improved reputation / perceived value.
Drawbacks: Directors are accountable to shareholders (external), greater public scrutiny of the company’s performance & impact of £ performance on share value.
Financing Growth:
Internal – funding growth from retained profit from previous years or the sale of assets held (e.g. buildings, licensing of intellectual property).
External – loan capital borrowed from a bank, often secured against machinery or buildings purchased, Share capital raised by selling shares & sharing profits.
Globalisation:
Economic, financial, trade, & communications integration. It’s when businesses expand into other countries to offer
the same/similar goods/services. Barriers to international trade: Legislation – local laws need to be followed, Tarifs –
government tax on imports, Benefits: UK goods don’t pay so are often cheaper than imports & allow a competitive
advantage, can protect new business from being swamped by international competition from MNE’s (Multinational
Enterprises), raises important tax revenue which can be spent on infrastructure or NHS. Drawbacks: £ may not put
many customers off, tariffs increase price for consumers, other countries may impose tariffs on UK goods making our
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goods more expensive there (e.g. China).
Trade Blocs - intergovernmental agreement where barriers to trade (tariffs etc.) are reduced or eliminated among
the participating states. The European Union is a trade bloc. Benefits: Free trade within bloc, access to  markets,
economies of scale, protection from imports from outside the bloc through tariffs etc. Drawbacks: tariffs outside
the bloc may be , retaliation from other blocs, inefficiencies overlooked (inefficient EU farmers protected from low
cost imports from developing countries.)
Other trade blocs: North America Free Trade Agreement, Eurasian Economic Community, ASEAN Free Trade Area
Agreement, South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation, Pacific Islands Forum, Arab League, African Union,
Caribbean Community, European Free Trade Association, Central American Integrations System and the Union of
South American Nations. Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation have 21 members & account for 45% of world trade.

Global Companies and how they compete:

•

•

•

Coca Cola “The red and white Coca-Cola logo is recognized by 94% of the world’s population.” Our
operational reach encompasses + 200 countries worldwide across 5 operating regions: Asia Pacific;
Europe, Middle East & Africa; Latin America; North America; and Bottling Investments – in addition to
Corporate.
To compete globally Cocoa Cola compete using the marketing mix, Promotion focusing on building
brand awareness and Place make the product available to target market, shops, supermarkets,
vending machines online.
McDonalds compete with a standardised product, burgers and fries and selling more products in
different countries by opening franchises. They also localise their product, as in India by providing a
vegetarian and chicken menu and removing beef as the cow is sacred in the Hindu religion, so they
provided chicken and vegetarian options to compete within the local market.

2.2 Making Marketing Decisions – Summary Revision Sheet
The Marketing Mix
Product – The design mix of Function, Aesthetics and Cost that complement each other
11 to be fit for purpose. The Product Life Cycle that tracks a product through the
four different stages of its life: Introduction, Growth, Maturity and Decline.

Price – Pricing strategies (e.g. high volume or high margin) and the influences on them such as technology, competition, market segments and Product Life Cycle.
Promotion – The way in which a business communicates with its customers about its products or services with a goal of selling more products.

Promotion
There are four basic types of promotion from most to least expensive: 1) Personal Selling 2) Advertising 3) Sales Promotion 4) Publicity (often free but can be good or bad).
Promotional strategies include:
Advertising: Most common form uses a range of media: TV/Radio (local & national), Digital (e.g Social Media) and Print advertising (e.g posters, billboards, busses & papers).
Advantages include: Wide coverage, control of message being promoted, repetition means effective communication, builds brand loyalty.
Disadvantages include: Often expensive, impersonal, one way communication, lacks flexibility, limited ability to close a sale, hard to measure impact.
Sponsorship: A type of public relation promotion (PR) and popular with brands. A business will sponsor an event, team or person with free products in order to build brand
awareness through positive association and enhanced reputation.
Product Trials: Free access / use / samples / trial period of a product or service to encourage users to make further purchases.
Advantages: users can try before they buy and then continue to purchase/subscribe, adoption as low risk for consumers, useful in introduction stage of PLC, awareness.
Disadvantages: costs, profits short term BUT may profits long term, poor products →negative response and profits and brand reputation.
Special Offers: Aim to boost sales over a short period through discounts or BOGOF offers, often used to offload old stock, customer trials or respond to competition.
Advantages: sales, encourage customers to purchase more, quick way to get rid of old stock & free up available cash, storage overheads.
Disadvantages: costs short term, may not encourage new customers but benefit current ones, cost to implement (promotion and loss of profit on lower sale price.)
Branding: A product with unique character (e.g design or image) which is consistent and well recognised.
Advantages: inspires customer loyalty →repeat sales and word-of mouth recommendation,  prices, retailers want to stock top brands & have limited shelf space.
Disadvantages: costs, promotion (including possible sponsorship / endorsements), need to be innovative, quality & up-to-date which is expensive for R&D.
Technology: Impacts on the range of promotional opportunities available including: targeted advertising, social media / viral marketing, apps and e-newsletters & blogs / vlogs.
However new technology is expensive and creating targeted promotions costs but can also awareness in specific target markets.
Place
This where products are made available to customers. A business has to decide on the most cost-effective way to make their products easily available to customers. This
means selecting channels of distribution such as: Retailers, wholesalers (buy in bulk & resell), telesales / mail order and e-commerce (internet selling).
Retail: selling via a physical store eg. JD in Nottingham. Buy a range of products from different suppliers for a similar target audience which are displayed/promoted in store.
Advantages: Greater footfall through stores, customers can try on/test/feel, retailers offer face-to-face contact, promotions/loyalty schemes & provide customer services.
Disadvantages: costs for rent, staff and distribution to stores, costs = prices and sales.
E-tail: selling through a website online eg. ASOS. Buy and store a range of products from different suppliers, promote them online and deliver.
Advantages: sell directly to consumers no rent/ few staff = costs = prices →sales,12
can easily and cheaply enter new markets, products available 24/7

Disadvantages: storage costs, distribution network (postage) costs, can’t check size/quality, hard to build trust online, expensive advertising costs, risk of fraud.
The Marketing Mix

1.3 & 2.4 Making Financial Decisions – Summary Revision Sheet
Business aims and objectives
Aims are the overall general goals / mission of the business, Objectives are the precise measurable targets of ow a business is going to achieve its aims. Financial decisions
are usually made on the basis of helping to achieve business objectives and work towards business aims. Financial and sales data pay an important part in these decisions.
Business objectives can be Financial (profit, sales or market share) or Non-Financial, eg. Environmental or community based. Objectives should be Specific, Measurable,
Agreed, Realistic and Time scaled. Business aims differ across sectors with public sector businesses such as hospitals, schools and councils likely to have social or community
objectives & private sector businesses likely to have objectives about profits, market share or expansion. But… business objectives may change over time as it grows.

Business Calculations
You will need to learn the following formula in order to work out: Profit, Gross Profit, Net Profit, Gross Profit Margin, Net Profit Margin and Average rate of Return.

Profit =
Gross profit =
Net profit =
Revenue =
% change in
Gross profit
Net profit margin
profit =
Total
Sales revenue - cost of
Gross profit – other
Selling
margin =
=
Difference x 100
revenue –
sales/goods
expenses & interest
Price x
Gross profit x 100
Net profit x 100
Total Costs
Quantity
Original
.
Sales revenue
Sales revenue
Total Variable Costs =
Variable cost per
Total Costs (TC) =
Total Fixed costs =
Break-even
point
in. units =
.
Variable Cost per Unit x
unit =
TFC (total fixed costs) + TVC (total
Add all fixed costs
f
fixed cost
Quantity
total variable costs
variable costs)
together
x 100
sales volume
Sales price – var. cost per unit
Break-even point in
Margin of safety =
Total inflows =
Total Outflows =
Net Cash Flow =
Opening
balance
.
costs/revenue = break-even
actual or budgeted sales –
add all the inflows
add all the outflows
cash inflows =
point in units x sales price
break-even sales/output
together
together
cash outflows
closing balance of
the previous
Closing balance =
Market growth/decline =
Interest (on loans) % =
Average Rate of Return
Margin of safety
=
period
opening balance +
difference between year 1&2 x
Total repayment-borrowed
=
actual or budgeted sales - break
net cash flow
100
amount x 100
average annual profit
even sales
Original number (Yr 1)
.
Borrowed amount
.
x 100
initial investment
.
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Limitations of financial data

Business Performance
Quantitative data: Used for business planning, financial, profit, market & marketing data as well as data from charts/graphs can be used to make & justify business decisions.
Sources include the businesses financial accounts, market research, government departments (ONS) and information published from rival businesses (competitors).
How businesses use data: check whether sales are in line with market trends, check if staff illness is higher in some departments than others, help decide whether to
promote Josh or Amy to sales manager, if they should keep the Nottingham branch of a bakery open or decide whether to launch Smarties in China.
Line graphs

Scatter graphs

Shows trends over time and can compare

Show relationships between

different products over the same period.

two variables If they show a

Can be useful for studying products against

positive correlation can help

market trends or looking for seasonal

a business deicide that

variation in product sales or working out how

increasing marketing spend is

many staff to put on to cover busy sales

likely to increase sales.

periods. Can show multiple data with same

Shows data from two

criteria.

variables.

Comparison data

Pie charts

Used to compare different products, sales

Pie charts show percentages to compare the

or investments the two data sources are

proportion of data in each category. eg. the market

shown next to each other for comparison.

share held by different companies or the fuel type

Helps to allow for seasonal variation in

of cars that were registered in March 2018.→

product sales for example or compare sales

To interpret a pie chart, compare groups. One pie

from different stores or over different

char=differences in size of the slices. Multiple pie

years. Scatter graphs compare data

charts=differences in size of slices for the same

relationships, comparison bar graphs

categories in all the pie charts.

compare the same data over different
periods.
Sources of Finance
Finance is often needed to start up a new business, grow an existing business or support a viable business (eg with bad debtors or to fulfil a large order). Finance can be:
short-term – usually over a year and help to maintain a positive cash flow. Eg overdraft from a bank which charges interest or trade credit (buy now, pay in 30/60/90 days)
long-term typically 3-5 years and include personal loans (friends/family), bank loans (fixed interest paid back in regular instalments), retained profit, share or venture capital.
Crowdfunding is also sometimes used where lots of investors put up small amounts of money
14 to help get a product started. Investors place faith in an idea or customers preorder and pay up-front. This works well with high risk investments (banks are risk averse) or social enterprises.

Make sure you bring a calculator with you to the exam – you will need it!

2.5 Making Human Resource Decisions – Summary Revision Sheet
Organisation Structures These show how a business is organised for decision-making & communication. It lists specific roles &
reporting responsibilities to make sure a business can work as effectively as possible. The business splits the workload between
different people to duplication. Everyone has a clearly defined job role with responsibilities attached they must fulfil. Organisational
structure & which employees report to which managers & the directors. Including:
Hierarchical (tall) have  layers, long chains of command (management levels) & narrow spans of control (manage  employees).
Benefits:  promotional & earning opportunities & easier for managers to supervise fewer employees.
Drawbacks: Decisions take time as permission from multiple managers is required. £ labour due to  managers with  salaries. Clear
division between management & employees. Centralised power & reduces interdepartmental cooperation.
Flat have  layers, short chains of command & wide spans of control & be responsible for  staff but management levels.

Flat

Benefits: Faster decision making & communication, £ labour as  management, empowered employees have responsibility. Drawbacks: Charts shows management Hierarchical
Managers have  workloads as more employees to manage. Delegation makes it hard to retain control.
Centralised and Decentralised organisations
Centralised: Decision making is done at the top of the hierarchy amongst the most senior management (centre) of the organisation.
Benefits: Easy to coordinate and control from the centre, consistency of offering to customers, easier to implement decisions across the whole business.
Drawbacks: Lack of decision making power by low level staff can reduce motivation & more layers mean more labour costs for managers. Decision making is spread out to
include more junior managers as well as individual business units (stores/locations) at a local level which can lead to inconsistencies or service or product.
Decentralised: Decision making is spread out to include more junior managers in specific locations who are empowered to make their own decisions at a local level.
Benefits: Decisions can be made to meet local market conditions, employees are delegated to and have responsibility which increases motivation.
Drawbacks: There may be inconsistency across the business, managers & employees need more training and decision making is slower as they’re not taken centrally.
Communication
Communication provide & collects info about the business – managers need to know how the business is performing & what staff are doing. It’s important staff understand
what jobs they have to do & managers need to give workers instructions as to what needs to be done, by who and when for. It ensures all workers work towards the same goal
& know what the company is aiming towards & this helps motivate staff as they feel their views are important. Communication can be internal within the organisation or
external and include advertising and promotion to customers or communication with suppliers. Communication should be: clear and easily understood, accurate, complete,
appropriate, Via the right medium e.g. email/memo & provide an opportunity for feedback. This is important so the sender knows the message has been received & understood.
Poor communication can lead to: dissatisfied customers, problems with suppliers & misunderstandings among
staff & a distorted/inconsistent message. The diagram shows barriers to effective communication.--------→
Insufficient communication (not enough) can lead to managers/employees being unaware of what is happening
in the business resulting in mistakes, inefficiency &  motivation.
Excessive communication (too much) can be distracting and time-consuming and result in  productivity &
complicated messages. Communications should have a clear purpose. Written: includes e-mails, letters,
memos, reports and newsletters.  Volume & slower communication in hierarchical organisations. Verbal:
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includes face-to-face, telephone & teleconferencing / videoconferencing.  distortion & slower
communication in hierarchical organisations due to moving through  management
levels. In flat organisations personal contact through upward communication is motivating & communication is easier & faster.

Different ways of working:
Part-time: anything under full-time, gives the business maximum flexibility when trying to match customer demand. Useful for working parents. Still have same rights
Full-time: 8 hours/day, 5 days/week, 9am-5pm (35-40 hours). Workers can feel more secure & loyal,  employee retention,  training needed, consistent customer service.
Flexible hours: employee or the employer have some choice about the actual hours worked (job share, flexi hours, compressed hours or annualised hours).  staff retention & 
productivity,  absenteeism, flexible to meet family (childcare) needs,  stress,  childcare costs for employees,  motivation through control over working life. Zero hour
contracts: employees are not guaranteed a set number of hours to work each week. Can  motivating,  employee retention, but  labour £ &  flexibility.
Contract of employment: issued to employees when they start working for an organisation & sets out terms (wage/salary, duties, hours etc.).
Permanent: indefinite (until they leave / retire), offer stable earnings, job security, pension contributions & sick pay. Employers investing in people e.g training.
Temporary: fixed period, e.g. one month, 6 months etc. Used when businesses may not have continued / guaranteed work to follow, e.g seasonal  demand for Christmas. Can also
have trial periods before committing, gives flexibility & experience. Freelance contracts: similar to temporary contracts, hired on a daily basis or for a specific job. Flexible for the
business with  £ commitment, but no guarantee the worker will be available when required, no job security for employee.
Impact of technology on ways of working: Can improve efficiency through fewer barriers to communication,  speed of decision making,  productivity,  travel & travel £
Remote working: Easy to use, £ IT systems, means  people can work remotely & still access systems to do their job effectively.
Benefits: smaller premises needed so £, wide pool of potential staff,  carbon footprint,  flexibility, more jobs available to choose from.
Drawbacks: Less face2face interaction with colleagues, difficult to monitor/control staff, lack of separation of work and home life, self-discipline needed.
Job Roles:
Managing Director or CEO is the  rank in an organisation. (PLC: voted by the shareholders at the AGM). Below will be Directors: in charge of a specific area (finance, marketing)
who form the Board of Directors & manage the company strategically. Managers: Senior managers will report to directors & have middle & junior managers beneath them.
Responsible for a specific part of the business & in charge of a number of employees. Operatives /shop floor workers carry out basic tasks to keep the business running e.g.working
on a production line, re-stocking shelves or basic office duties (photocopying, typing letters, filing). Support staff: provide assistance in a specialist area such as IT support, cleaning,
catering & caretaking staff. Job roles will be defined in contracts of employment and listed in the organisational chart of the business.
Recruitment & Selection:
Identifying the need, defining the requirements, advertising the position & choosing the most appropriate person to fill the post.
Process: Complete a job analysis to create job description (title, purpose, duties, line manager, responsibilities, location, hours of work) & person specification (qualifications, skills,
experience, attributes), advertise job, applications received (CV/application form- specific questions, standardised, reduces half-hearted applications), long /short list candidates,
interview/test candidates, check references, select individual, offer letter/rejection letter, contract of employment.
Internal Recruitment: Benefits: Workers strengths & weaknesses already known, staff retention, cheaper & faster than external,  induction training needed. Drawbacks: Creates
another vacancy in the business which needs filling, can cause jealousy / demotivate those not promoted. External Recruitment: Benefits: new ideas & skills introduced, greater
choice of applicants  calibre of workforce. Drawbacks: more training needed (induction, ethos), demotivate existing employees who missed promotion.

PRACTICE PAGES

Effective Training and Development:

 knowledge & skills of the workforce &  performance. Types: Formal: away from workplace, wide range, qualifications available,  motivation retention, £ output during
training, may leave for better jobs. Informal training: in workplace, £ effective, productive16whilst training, learn on-the-job, first-hand, noisy / disruptive, impact on quality while
training, pass on bad habits, efficacy depends on trainer. Self-learning: Independently at work or at home (e.g H&S), £, relies on motivation, not always suitable. Ongoing: Training
throughout career, based on needs of individual & business, can be linked to appraisals/performance reviews. Target setting & performance reviews: discuss performance last year
with line manager, linked to targets & annual review, new targets set, training arranged. Can be linked to pay. Factors affecting training: Type of job, budget available, time available,

PRACTICE PAGES
In this section of your Knowledge Organiser you will be
able to work on practice examples – in class and at
home as independent tasks.
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PRACTICE PAGES SECTION 1
Use the following to test your knowledge. In
the first section you can check your
answers. Focus on the topics you know
least about; use the check lists at the
beginning of the Organiser to help you
decide what you are going to do first.
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Exam Questions:
Make sure you understand the command terms,
before you answer a question. Do you know
what the examiner is looking for in an answer?
The 9 and 12 Mark Questions are the most demanding on the paper and in total their marks provide a
3rd of the overall marks, understanding the demands of these questions are key to maximising your
marks.
For both the 9 and 12 mark question will be in context of the case study.
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Lets start on the 9 mark question

Answer ALL questions. Read the following extract carefully and then answer Questions 1-5. Write your answers in the
spaces provided.

Tesco is a supermarket group that competes with rival UK grocery retailers such as Sainsbury’s, Asda and Morrisons.
In recent years, the grocery market has become more competitive with discount supermarkets such as Aldi, entering
the market. In 2016, Amazon also entered the UK grocery market when it launched ‘Amazon Fresh’. Amazon
customers, that are willing to pay to £7.99 per month to subscribe to its Prime delivery service, can now purchase
cheese, baked goods, fresh meat, fruit and vegetables with no extra delivery charge through the Amazon website for
next day delivery. In 2019, Tesco responded to the threat of ‘Amazon Fresh’ and introduced a new loyalty scheme
called ‘Clubcard Plus’ For a subscription fee of £7.99 per month, Tesco customers receive a 10% discount off their
grocery shopping bill from two visits to Tesco up to a maximum of £20 per visit. Tesco now plan to give all Clubcard
Plus subscribers free delivery as well. Tesco has a much larger variety of groceries that can be ordered online
compared to ‘Amazon Fresh’. The recent increase in UK unemployment has also made shoppers more focused on
value for money and convenience. During 2020, demand for online ordering and home delivery of groceries increased
significantly. Tesco decided to hire 3,000 extra van drivers to allow it to cope with this extra demand. These new
employees underwent formal training from Tesco before starting work. Tesco have also been trialling the use of new
technology, such as unmanned aerial vehicles (drones), as a faster method of delivering shopping to its customers.
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Read the response to the question, what do you see are the strengths of this response? What are the
weaknesses?

5. In order to increase its sales revenue, Tesco is considering two options: Option 1: Lower prices Option 2: Make
delivery free for its ‘Clubcard Plus’ customers. Justify which one of these two options Tesco should choose. (9)

I think Tesco should choose option 2. This is because figure 1 shows that Tesco is still the market leader with its 26.8% market share, even though new food retailers, such
as Amazon Fresh have entered the UK grocery market. By making food deliveries to its Clubcard Plus customers free, Tesco further increases loyalty to its brand. This is
because regular shoppers who subscribe to the £7.99 per month service will now get better value for money. As a result, Tesco customers, are perhaps, much more likely to
make regular and larger purchases of groceries using the service. This should lead to higher revenues for Tesco because customer loyalty is maintained and existing
customers may buy more food.
However, the grocery market is becoming more competitive. With the arrival of Amazon Fresh, all Tesco are doing is matching the delivery service offered by Amazon
through its ‘Prime’ scheme. Therefore, it is possible that Tesco customers may decide to switch to Amazon if they already purchase a lot of household goods using Prime.
Therefore, Tesco may experience a fall in its membership of Clubcard Plus scheme because customers decide to save money by subscribing to one service. As a result,
Tesco’s revenues may fall.
In conclusion, it depends on the reaction of Clubcard Plus customers to the offer of free delivery and how loyal Tesco customers are. Considering, Amazon do not offer the
same level of food choice as Tesco it is highly likely that Tesco Clubcard Plus customers will remain loyal and order more food. It is also probable that by offering a similar
deal to that of Amazon it may also prevent Tesco customers switching to Amazon Food. It may even attract customers from other supermarkets, especially since people
may be looking to save money on grocery delivery charges now that UK unemployment has risen. Therefore, Tesco’s revenue should increase.
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Student answer highlighting the strengths, did you spot them?
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The 12 mark question
The 12 mark question is the most challenging question on both Theme 1 and Theme 2 papers, it requires planning and a fine management of
time. You must understand what the examiner is looking for. Read and familiarise yourself with the case study. Remember the skills you have
used to analyse the case studies in lessons.

Case Study:
During 2020, demand for home baking goods, such as flour and sugar,
doubled. In the first four weeks of March, demand for plain flour
increased by 92% in UK supermarkets. Sainsbury’s, the UK supermarket
chain, reported that its Worcester store was selling out of 1.5kg bags of
plain flour within hours of a delivery arriving from suppliers. The store
then had empty shelves until the next delivery arrived several days
later. A spokesperson on behalf of the flour milling industry stated that
‘UK flour mills are working round the clock, milling flour 24 hours a day,
seven days a week to double their production to meet the demand’.
Plain flour is produced in flour mills, which use a flow production
process. One of the largest flour millers in the UK is Whitworth Brothers
Ltd. The company normally sell large quantities of its flour to food
producers and restaurants in 20kg to 1,000kg bags. The rise in the
popularity of home baking as a hobby during 2020 caught most flour
millers by surprise. Producing smaller 1.5kg bags for sale in
supermarkets normally only accounts for around 4% of Whitworth
Brothers revenue. The company is thinking of purchasing £10 million of
new machinery that will allow it to produce more 1.5kg bags of plain
flour at a faster speed. The company believes that this part of the flour
market has the potential to keep growing.
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The 12 mark Answer
Read this answer, highlight where they have used key terms, connectives to extend their explanation, linked it to
the case study.
What are the other strengths weaknesses? Does it have balance, advantages/disadvantages? Is there a conclusion
that answers the question? Does it use the ‘depends upon rule’?
Evaluate whether Whitworth Brothers Ltd should have changed its business objective to growth. You should use the information provided as well as your
knowledge of business. (12)
During 2020, the demand for home baking goods has almost doubled. This is likely to be behind Whitworth Brothers’ decision to focus on growth as a
business objective. A change in market conditions has seen a 92% increase in the demand for plain flour from supermarkets, such as Sainsbury’s in a very
short space of time due to the popularity of home baking. Therefore, Whitworth Brothers have an opportunity to take advantage of this change in market
conditions by being able to meet the significant increase in supermarket demand. This could give the company higher revenues which may lead to higher
levels of profit. If Whitworth Brothers can improve its ability to produce 1.5kg bags of flour quickly, it also able to build stronger relationships with
supermarkets. This may give the company an advantage over its competitors since with empty supermarket shelves (figure 1) it appears that all flour millers
are struggling to meet the demand for smaller bags of flour. Therefore, the growing home baking market segment provides an opportunity for the company
to gain a competitive advantage over its rivals.
However, to focus on growth, Whitworth Brothers will have to spend an extra £10 million on new machinery for its flour mills. This will add to fixed costs and
may also reduce cash flow in the short term. The home baking market segment, also, only accounts for 4% of the company’s revenues, so even with a 92%
increase in demand, it would still represent a small proportion of the company’s revenues. There is also a risk that the popularity of home baking may fall in
the future, leaving Whitworth Brothers with expensive flow production machinery that it cannot fully use due to falling demand.
In conclusion, the company may be taking a significant risk in changing its objective to growth. Currently, its main markets, selling bulk flour to food
manufacturers and restaurants accounts for 96% of the company’s revenue. To focus on growth may require cash outflows for new machinery that could
damage net cash flow and increase the risk of insolvency. It Created by Debbie Foulkes Title: Business Studies Case Studies – Covid-19 Issued: 19/10/2020
DCL1: Public Version: 1. also depends on whether the potential for increased revenue from selling smaller 1.5kg bags to supermarkets will occur for a long
period of time and whether it is worth the investment of £10 million in the short-term.
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Read the examiners response, what do you need to do to get 12 out of 12?
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Over to you Exam question and case study

GoPro is an American public limited company, which manufactures action cameras that are used in extreme activities such as rock climbing,
surfing and base jumping. Since its stock market flotation in 2004,
the company has grown rapidly and has become a leading
extreme sports brand. GoPro’s sales revenue has increased every
year since the company started. However, in 2016 GoPro’s sales
dropped significantly and the company made a loss of $116m.
This led to the company’s share price falling to a record low of
$8.54. To try and increase sales, GoPro launched three new
products. These new products were waterproof and allowed
smoother video recording. One of these products was the GoPro
Karma – a new drone that takes aerial action shots. In 2017 Go
Pro decided to raise finance to invest in its new product range. This was because cheaper competitors were entering the market, such as the
Chinese company Xiaomi. (Source: adapted from http://www.express.co.uk/life-style/science-technology/712497/ GoPro-Announces-Hero-5Black-Session-Karma-Drone-UK-Release-Date-Price)
a.
b.

Define the term public limited company. (1)
At its launch, the GoPro Karma was priced at £699.99. In 2017 this price was reduced to £649.99. (b) Calculate, to 2
decimal places, the percentage reduction in price for the GoPro Karma. You are advised to show your workings. (2)
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GoPro needs to raise finance to develop its new product range. It is considering the following two options:
Option 1: Use retained profit.
Option 2: Issue new share capital.
d)

Justify which one of these two options GoPro should choose.

(e) Evaluate the importance of function within GoPro’s design mix. You should use the information provided as well as your knowledge of business. (12)
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Again Focusing on Time
Time: You must complete the following questions using a minute a mark.
Take 3 minutes to analyse the case study: Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats
Case study 2 Exam questions:
British Jets plc is a large, well-known company that makes aircraft. It operates in a competitive market where costs of production are high. For example,
American firm Boeing manufacture an aircraft called the Dreamliner, which is said to cost $110 million to make (about £90 million). The rewards however are
great, with the Dreamliner selling to airlines all over the world for a price of around $197 million (about £160 million).
Due to the costs of developing an aircraft being so expensive, British Jets plc share these development costs with other businesses, many of which are
located overseas. Each of these businesses have expertise in a particular area such as wheels and brakes or electronics and, as a result, can manufacture
cheaper component parts than British Jets plc.
British Jets plc currently employs about 150,000 workers in the UK making and assembling aircraft bodies and engines, including production of some
component parts. In addition, another 150,000 workers across the UK have jobs linked to the business, for example workers at UK steel making firms.
British Jets plc has recently decided to increase its aircraft sales to non-EU countries. The company tried to break into these markets five years ago, but faced
significant barriers to trade and competition. British Jets plc found there were already several manufacturers making aircraft, based in countries such as China
and India, which could produce reliable products and sell them at a lower price than British Jets plc.
In order to be competitive and increase aircraft sales, British Jets plc is considering whether it should buy more component parts from overseas or change its
business location to China. If the latter proved successful, China could be a global base for British Jets plc in the future.
1. Outline one barrier to trade that British Jets plc faces when selling to overseas markets (2)
2. Outline one impact on British Jets plc of globalisation (2)
3. British Jets plc is considering two options to increase aircraft sales in non-EU countries:
Option 1: Buying more component parts from overseas
Option 2: Changing its business location to China
Justify which one of these options British Jets plc should choose (9)
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Self-Reflect On Your 9 mark answer:
I.

Highlight context, where you link to the case study.

II.

Underline your 5 strands of analysis for your 9 marker: BTA/BLTCR

III.

Highlight your analysis using theory, key terms

IV.

Check you had an advantage and referred to the disadvantage for each choice

V.

Conclusion answers the question, justified with your analysis and refers to depends upon

Now Do it Again…….Watch you’re time:
Little Miss Boo was founded 10 years ago by Richard White and his daughter Karen. Richard was a successful entrepreneur, whilst Karen was a designer for
a high street clothes retailer. Little Miss Boo is an e-tailer that sells affordable, fashionable clothing aimed at females aged 14-21 years. It is proud of its ability
to respond quickly to the latest fashion trends and has an easy to use website that displays its product range.
In order to compete with high street retailers, such as Primark and H&M and other online businesses, Little Miss Boo has to keep costs as low as possible.
The majority of clothes sold by Little Miss Boo are made in Bangladesh and Vietnam. Suppliers are expected to produce new season ranges very quickly, with
new collections launched every three months onto the website.
When the business first started, Little Miss Boo experienced a high level of sales and profit. However, a recent TV documentary identified Little Miss Boo as a
firm which used “unethical” clothing suppliers i.e. those with a record of low pay, poor working conditions and forcing employees to work long days to meet
deadlines for new clothing ranges. The business was also criticised for using suppliers with poor environmental and sustainability records.
In addition, a pressure group called “Labour Behind The Label”, which campaigns to improve working conditions of employees in clothes manufacturers
across the world, actively uses social media to encourage young people and other consumers to think about the ethics and impact of buying items of clothing
priced at less than £10.
Karen had never really given environmental and ethical issues much thought however, due to recent events, she now feels it is the right time to take action. In
response, she approached a range of alternative suppliers, including some based in the UK, where she could be more confident of their pay, working
conditions and environmental and sustainability records. However, Karen found from her research that, on average, the costs of buying stock would increase
by around 15% if she changed suppliers.
Eager for Little Miss Boo to become an ethical business, Karen has decided she needs to persuade her father of the benefits. Richard however, remains
unconvinced that customers are affected by such issues and feels low prices are still the more important factor when young people choose where to buy their
clothes.
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1. Outline one impact on Little Miss Boo of considering the environment in its business decision-making (2)

2. Analyse the impact of pressure group activity on the marketing mix of Little Miss Boo (6)

3. Evaluate whether Little Miss Boo is likely to benefit from becoming an ethical business. You should use the information provided as well as your
knowledge of business (12)

Self-Reflect On Your 12 mark answer:
I.

Highlight context, where you link to the case study.

II.

Underline your 5 strands of analysis BTA/BLTCR

III.

Highlight your analysis using theory, key terms

IV.

Check you had an 2 benefits and 2 disadvantage of becoming ethical

V.

Referred to other businesses

VI.

Conclusion answers the question, justified with your analysis and refers to depends upon
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PRACTICE PAGES SECTION 2
The following are exam case study questions. Complete the
sections you know least, after you have done revision.
Ensure you understand the demands of the question.
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7 (a) Define the term ‘takeover’. (1)
.....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
(b) Using the chart in Figure 5, identify the age group with which Argos’ promotional strategy appears to have been most effective. (1)
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
(c) Outline one reason why being an e-tailer gives Amazon an advantage over Argos. (2)

(d) In order to improve its competitive advantage, Argos has two options: Option 1: Lower prices Option 2: Increase the speed of home delivery (d) Justify which one of
these options Argos should choose. (9)

(e) Evaluate whether Sainsbury’s is likely to benefit from its takeover of Home Retail Group. You should use the information provided as well as your knowledge of business.
(12)
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Specification topic: Business growth/Changes in business aims & objectives
Case Study: Going for Gold Ltd
Walter Morris established going for Going for Gold Ltd over 25 years ago, building its reputation as a quality, family owned jewellers. All shares are still owned by
members of the Morris family. Based in South Wales, it specialises in producing hand-made jewellery produced from Welsh gold that it sells through its own shops, mail
order business and other high-class jewellers. The business employs 50 highly skilled people in jewellery manufacture.
Jewellery made from Welsh gold has been worn by the Royal family for over 100 years and has recently become more fashionable, with various celebrities buying
jewellery made from the metal. In addition, increased enquiries from overseas markets have led the business to investigate the possibility of exporting their jewellery
abroad.
Patricia Morris has recently taken over as Managing Director of Going for Gold Ltd following the retirement of her father. Eager to make her mark on the business and
take advantage of the increasing popularity of jewellery made from Welsh gold both in the UK and overseas, Patricia believes Going for Gold should now focus on
growth as its main business objective. However, the Board of Directors is concerned that, if the business is to focus on growth, they need to find additional supplies of
Welsh gold, as its own stocks are running low.
One option is to buy a gold mine that has recently come up for sale not far from its headquarters. Ever conscious of the competitive nature of the market, Patricia sees
this as a valuable way in which the business could differentiate its products. This is because gold from the mine would only be used by Going for Gold and customers
would be able to see the whole production process, from mining of the gold through to finished pieces of jewellery.
Going for Gold needs to raise £2 million to buy the gold mine and the board of directors is considering the use of retained profit or stock market flotation. Profits have
increased in recent years and last year the company achieved a sales revenue of £10 million and a net profit of £2 million. However, the board of directors do not want
to take unnecessary risks or take out any further loans. In addition, some shareholders have expressed their reluctance to reduce the share of profit they currently
receive.

Exam-style questions:
1. Outline one reason why Going for Gold’s objective has changed as the business has evolved (2)
2. Analyse the drawback to Going for Gold Ltd of using loan capital to finance its growth (6)
3. In order to finance the purchase of the gold mine, Going for Gold Ltd has two options:
Option 1: Retained profit
Option 2: Stock market flotation
Justify which one of these options Going for Gold Ltd should choose (9 marks)
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Specification Topic: Business growth
Case Study: Gnaw Chocolate
Gnaw Chocolate is a company that was founded 10 years ago by Matt and Teri Clarke. Based in Norfolk, the business produces high quality chocolate bars, including some
with unusual flavours, such as banoffee pie and lemon meringue. It prides itself on the use of high quality ingredients and is committed to using cocoa from suppliers in West
Africa and Brazil, which pay cocoa farmers a fair price.

Despite competition in the market, Gnaw Chocolate proved a huge success with its chocolate bars being sold in over 700 outlets around the UK within 3 years of its launch.
Matt and Teri, eager to grow the business, subsequently launched a drinking chocolate range. Such was the demand for their products, they decided to investigate overseas
markets and were delighted to find out that quality British products were in high demand in markets around the globe.

Matt and Teri want to expand the business further and are considering the different methods of growth available to the company. Matt feels organic, overseas expansion is
the most effective way for Gnaw to meets its growth plans. However, a takeover opportunity has recently become available which has interested Teri. Thompson’s
Chocolates is an established manufacturer of chocolate and has a network of shops across the UK, which Teri believes could be rebranded as Gnaw outlets.

To date, expansion of Gnaw Chocolate has always been financed through retained profit and loan capital and, as the only shareholders of the business, Matt and Teri are keen
to keep control. As a result, they are reluctant to float the business on the stock market to raise the finance necessary to fund a possible takeover.
1. Outline one drawback to Gnaw Chocolate of organic growth (2)
2. Analyse the benefit to Gnaw Chocolate of growth through developing new products (6)
3. In order to meet its growth plans, Gnaw Chocolate has two options:
Option 1: Takeover of Thompson’s Chocolates
Option 2: Expanding overseas through organic growth
Justify which one of these options Gnaw Chocolate should choose (9)
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Exam Style Questions:

Specification topic: Business and globalisation
Case Study: British Jets plc
British Jets plc is a large, well-known company that makes aircraft. It operates in a competitive market where costs of production are high. For example, American firm
Boeing manufacture an aircraft called the Dreamliner, which is said to cost $110 million to make (about £90 million). The rewards however are great, with the Dreamliner
selling to airlines all over the world for a price of around $197 million (about £160 million).
Due to the costs of developing an aircraft being so expensive, British Jets plc share these development costs with other businesses, many of which are located overseas.
Each of these businesses have expertise in a particular area such as wheels and brakes or electronics and, as a result, can manufacture cheaper component parts than
British Jets plc.
British Jets plc currently employs about 150,000 workers in the UK making and assembling aircraft bodies and engines, including production of some component parts. In
addition, another 150,000 workers across the UK have jobs linked to the business, for example workers at UK steel making firms.
British Jets plc has recently decided to increase its aircraft sales to non-EU countries. The company tried to break into these markets five years ago, but faced significant
barriers to trade and competition. British Jets plc found there were already several manufacturers making aircraft, based in countries such as China and India, which could
produce reliable products and sell them at a lower price than British Jets plc.
In order to be competitive and increase aircraft sales, British Jets plc is considering whether it should buy more component parts from overseas or change its business
location to China. If the latter proved successful, China could be a global base for British Jets plc in the future.

Exam-style questions:
1. Outline one barrier to trade that British Jets plc faces when selling to overseas markets (2)
2. Outline one impact on British Jets plc of globalisation (2)
3. British Jets plc is considering two options to increase aircraft sales in non-EU countries:
Option 1: Buying more component parts from overseas
Option 2: Changing its business location to China
Justify which one of these options British Jets plc should choose (9)
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Specification Topic: Ethics, the environment and business
Case Study: Little Miss Boo
Little Miss Boo was founded 10 years ago by Richard White and his daughter Karen. Richard was a successful entrepreneur, whilst Karen was a designer for a high
street clothes retailer. Little Miss Boo is an e-tailer that sells affordable, fashionable clothing aimed at females aged 14-21 years. It is proud of its ability to respond
quickly to the latest fashion trends and has an easy to use website that displays its product range.

In order to compete with high street retailers, such as Primark and H&M and other online businesses, Little Miss Boo has to keep costs as low as possible. The
majority of clothes sold by Little Miss Boo are made in Bangladesh and Vietnam. Suppliers are expected to produce new season ranges very quickly, with new
collections launched every three months onto the website.

When the business first started, Little Miss Boo experienced a high level of sales and profit. However, a recent TV documentary identified Little Miss Boo as a firm
which used “unethical” clothing suppliers i.e. those with a record of low pay, poor working conditions and forcing employees to work long days to meet deadlines for
new clothing ranges. The business was also criticised for using suppliers with poor environmental and sustainability records.

In addition, a pressure group called “Labour Behind The Label”, which campaigns to improve working conditions of employees in clothes manufacturers across the
world, actively uses social media to encourage young people and other consumers to think about the ethics and impact of buying items of clothing priced at less than
£10.
Karen had never really given environmental and ethical issues much thought however, due to recent events, she now feels it is the right time to take action. In
response, she approached a range of alternative suppliers, including some based in the UK, where she could be more confident of their pay, working conditions and
environmental and sustainability records. However, Karen found from her research that, on average, the costs of buying stock would increase by around 15% if she
changed suppliers.
Eager for Little Miss Boo to become an ethical business, Karen has decided she needs to persuade her father of the benefits. Richard however, remains unconvinced
that customers are affected by such issues and feels low prices are still the more important factor when young people choose where to buy their clothes.
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Exam-style questions:
1. Outline one impact on Little Miss Boo of considering the environment in its business decision-making (2)

2. Analyse the impact of pressure group activity on the marketing mix of Little Miss Boo (6)

3. Evaluate whether Little Miss Boo is likely to benefit from becoming an ethical business. You should use the information provided as well as your knowledge of
business (12)
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Specification topic: Making marketing decisions
Case Study: Bounce In
The indoor trampolining market has grown massively in the UK, with the number of parks increasing from just four, eighteen months ago, to one hundred today. An additional
twenty parks are in the process of being built across the country.
Bounce In is just one of the many businesses that have entered this highly competitive market. A year ago, the business opened its first park in Slough, a large site that
consists of one hundred interconnected trampolines. The firm’s success in Slough resulted in the business opening another park in Warwick, a few months ago, partly due to
the quality reputation and excellent safety record the business has built up. Table 1 contains information about sales at the Warwick park.
Table 1:
Selling price per customer

£10

Number of customers per week

7,500

Bounce In hopes to continue with its expansion plans and is considering opening a third park in Solihull, which is located 15 miles away from Warwick, and has a population of
210,000 people. Table 2 contains information about the Solihull park.
Table 2:
Estimated overall total profit for the investment
Number of years

£4,125,000
5

Cost of investment

£1,500,000

After carefully considering the financial information, Bounce In has made the decision to open the new park in Solihull. However, given the increasing levels of competition,
the business realises that it needs to use the marketing mix effectively to build a competitive advantage quickly. The marketing manager thinks Bounce In should offer a wider
product range than its competitors, including activities such as bouncing dodgeball, a foam pit and tumble tracks. The finance manager disagrees, believing that the business
should reduce average prices by 5% in order to attract customers. Despite these differences in opinion, both managers agree that the business needs to develop its use of ecommerce.
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Exam-style questions:
1(a) Using the information in Table 1, calculate the weekly sales revenue for the Warwick site.

You are advised show your workings (2)

(b) Using the information in Table 2, calculate the average rate of return for the Solihull site. You are advised show your workings (2)
2. Analyse the benefit to Bounce In of using e-commerce in its business (6)
3. In order to build a competitive advantage, Bounce In has two options:
Option 1: Reducing average prices by 5%
Option 2: Increasing the product range on offer to its customers during a trampolining session, such as dodgeball
Justify which one of these options Bounce In should choose (9)
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Specification topic: Business operations
Case Study: Quality for Carpets
Quality for Carpets is a well-established British company that has been trading for over a hundred years. It specialises in producing carpets that are of an unusual width or
design. It also produces a small range of high quality carpets that are sold to luxury hotels. Given the specialist nature of its products, Quality for Carpets is able to charge a
high price and, although production costs are high, profitability has been maintained.
Based in the Midlands, Quality for Carpets manufactures its carpets in an old-fashioned factory with machinery that is over fifty years old. The commitment and experience
of the current workforce is vital to the production of high quality carpets and most of its employees have worked for the company for many years.
During the last year, the company’s sales have however fallen, due to an increased level of competition from much larger UK and overseas businesses that use flow
production. These rival firms use technology in the production process and can manufacture individual carpet designs and meet some special customer requirements,
whilst still maintaining the benefits of flow production.
The managing director of Quality for Carpets realises that, if the company is to compete with the lower prices offered by its competitors, it will need to change its
production processes from job and batch production to flow production. Flow production however, would require a bank loan to raise the necessary finance to purchase
computerised production machinery and convert its current factory.

Exam-style questions:
1. Outline one benefit to Quality for Carpets of using batch production (2)
2. Analyse the drawback to Quality for Carpets of using computerised technology as part of the production process (6)
3. Evaluate whether Quality for Carpets is likely to benefit from replacing its current production methods with flow production. You should use the information provided as
well as your knowledge of business (12)
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Specification Topic: Working with suppliers
Case Study: Delilah’s Desserts Ltd
Delilah Price started her business, Delilah’s Desserts Ltd, when she was twenty years old using a loan from her parents. Since then the business has grown significantly and
now, twelve years later, is making £2 million of sales revenue through supplying a variety of desserts to a wide range of restaurants, hotels and cafes in the south-west of
England and Wales. These are delivered from her factory, which is situated on the outskirts of Bristol. Delilah currently plans to increase the number of orders she receives
and the amount she produces by 20% next year.

For some considerable time, Delilah has been concerned about the business’s best approach to stock control and management. She has considered introducing just in time
stock control, but continues to manage her stock holding using a bar gate stock graph and holding buffer stock for key food ingredients and packaging. Figure 1 shows a bar
gate stock graph for stocks of foil trays used to package Delilah’s popular cheesecake dessert.
Figure 1:

Re-order level

Last year, Delilah used 78 boxes of these trays and paid £270 per box. Each box contained 200 trays. However, her current supplier of foil packaging trays has just gone out
of business and therefore she has asked two new suppliers to provide details about their foil trays, such as selling price, delivery times and foil quality, shown in Table 1. The
information submitted was based on being able to supply Delilah’s Desserts for two years. Each box, from either supplier, would contain 200 trays.
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Table 1:
Supplier
name

Selling
price

Delivery
Foil
time from quality
placement
of order

Distance
from
Bristol
Factory

Trade
credit
Offered

Quantity
supplied per year
(200 trays per
box)

J Marks
Packaging Ltd

£295 per
box

2 days

Heavy
grade foil

15 miles

28 days

Based on 80
boxes per year

Rookery Foils
& Plastics Ltd

£249 per
box

4 days

Medium
grade foil

140 miles

21 days

Based upon 100
boxes per year

Delilah needs to consider this decision carefully. A key concern is that, over recent months, demand for desserts has become increasingly difficult to predict. In addition,
rising food costs has meant some of her customers, such as restaurants, have become increasingly aware of price when selecting their dessert suppliers. Many of these
restaurants are also looking for suppliers which offer 28 days trade credit.

Exam-style questions:
1(a) Using Figure 1, identify the week when delivery of the order placed in week 3 arrived (1)
(b) Using Figure 1, calculate the amount of foil trays that were delivered in week 4. You are advised to show your workings (2)
2. Analyse the impact on Delilah’s business of the decision to manage stock using a bar gate stock graph and holding buffer stock (6)
3. Delilah’s Desserts plans to increase the amount of desserts it produces next year by 20%. It has two options in its choice of new supplier for its foil trays:
Option 1: J Marks Packaging Ltd
Option 2: Rookery Foils & Plastics Ltd

Justify which one of these options Delilah should choose (9)
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Specification topic: Managing quality
Case Study: Creative Cooking
Creative Cooking is a company that was established in the north-west of England two years ago. Jane, the founder of the business, came up with the idea of providing
venues, such as theatres and cinemas, with a budget café service. As a result, Creative Cooking attends venues and organises everything, from the menu to the staffing,
rather than the venue organising such a service itself.
This idea proved to be such a huge success that Creative Cooking now has cafes in over twenty venues and has further expansion planned. Its main competition is from
local restaurants and takeaways, but theatre and cinema goers like the convenience and speed of service Creative Cooking provides, as it gives them peace of mind that
they will be on time for their performance. Over time, Creative Cooking has found that customers either want a quick, inexpensive snack or light meal before the
performance, or a more leisurely meal chosen from a more extensive, higher quality menu, after the show. For the second option, customers are clearly prepared to pay
higher prices.
In all venues, Creative Cooking uses a system of quality control. Meals are prepared and then inspected by the café manager. Any meals not up to standard are rejected
and new meals are then prepared. This can lead to delays in service time.
Jane believes quality could be improved if Creative Cooking changed from the company’s current system of quality control and introduced quality assurance. She believes
that, although initial costs may be high, profits would be improved in the long run.

Exam-style questions:
1. Outline one reason why Creative Cooking charges higher prices for some of its meals (2)
2. Analyse the benefit to Creative Cooking of using quality control in its current business operations (6)
3. Evaluate whether Creative Cooking is likely to benefit from the introduction of quality assurance in all of its venues. You should use the information provided as well
as your knowledge of business (12)
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Specification topic: The sales process
Case Study: Enterprising Furniture Ltd
Brian Matthews established Enterprising Furniture Ltd six years ago. Based in Nottingham, it started with the idea that there was a gap in the market for affordable
furniture. The company buys good condition furniture at cheap prices from houses and flats in the local area. The furniture is then cleaned and polished and sold through
a small industrial unit. It is located in an area where some competition exists, such as charity shops that also sell and deliver furniture.
The business has been very successful in Nottingham and, in the last two years, has expanded to three other areas in the Midlands, namely Leicester, Derby and
Loughborough.
The staff at Enterprising Furniture Ltd are recruited locally to the business. Those working in the shop take part in formal training provided by a local college. All
employees must complete the four modules included in the training course, which consists of product knowledge, the importance of speed and efficiency of service,
customer engagement and how to respond to customer feedback.
The post-sales service module is not undertaken by Enterprising Furniture employees and it is seen as unimportant given the nature of the products sold by the business
and the additional cost of the module. The sales skills that employees learn have enabled many of the workers to go into better-paid, full time jobs, often in the retail
sector.
Figure 1 shows furniture sales made by Enterprising Furniture Ltd in its first six months of trading.
Figure 1:
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In the last two months, there have been several complaints from customers who have purchased furniture items from the Leicester branch. These complaints range from
lack of care of delivery drivers, damaged furniture and a general lack of interest by employees in customer concerns, once they have bought and paid for an item. This has
resulted in furniture returns and costly refunds.
Brian is currently very worried about the fall in monthly sales and the lack of profit that the business is generating. He realises that the overall survival of the company is
under threat. He is now considering whether all employees need to undertake post-sales service training in an attempt to save the business and improve customer
service levels.

Exam-style questions:
1. Using the information in Figure 1, calculate the average number of items of furniture sold per month in the first 6 months of trading. You are advised to show your
workings (2)
2. Outline one benefit to Enterprising Furniture Ltd of providing good customer service (2)
3. Evaluate whether Enterprising Furniture Ltd is likely to benefit from all employees undertaking post-sales service training. You should use the information provided as
well as your knowledge of business (12)
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Specification topic: Making financial decisions
Case Study: In-Tune Limited
Sanjiv Mahmood set up his motor engineering company, “In-Tune Limited”, seven years ago, whereby he developed a machine to help motorsport mechanics monitor
performance of racing cars. The product proved to be such a huge success, that Sanjiv has expanded the business each year. To date, Sanjiv has used a mixture of retained
profit and loan capital to finance In-Tune’s growth. Table 1 shows selected financial information from In-Tune Limited’s accounts.

Table 1:
Last year £000's
Sales revenue

£1,270

Cost of sales

£285

Gross profit

£985

Operating expenses
and interest

£530

Net profit

£455

In-Tune’s products are in high demand and Sanjiv is now keen to sell to overseas markets. In order to meet increased demand, In-Tune needs to double the amount it
produces by moving production to a larger factory. Sanjiv is keen to ensure the new factory location is close to major transport links, to allow easy access to overseas
markets.
Sanjiv is considering two options. The first option is to buy a ready-made factory located in the countryside near his home, which will cost him £1.3m. The second option is
to build a larger, completely new factory in Milton Keynes, close to a number of motorsport teams and a short distance from the M1, a major motorway that runs between
London and the north of the country. This option will cost £2.4 million. Sanjiv has calculated the estimated average rate of return (ARR) for each option shown in Table 2.
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Table 2:

ARR

Option 1

Option 2

46.15%

38.54%

Exam-style questions:

1. Using the information in Table 1, calculate the net profit margin for In-Tune last year. You are advised to show your workings (2)

2. Analyse a limitation to In-Tune of using financial information to make business decisions (6)

3. In order to double the amount In-Tune can produce, Sanjiv has two options:

Option 1: Buy the ready-made factory
Option 2: Build a new factory

Justify which one of these options Sanjiv should choose (9)
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Specification Topic: Effective communication

Case Study: Fred’s Superstore
Established over 70 years ago, Fred’s Superstore is a family owned, independent supermarket based in Martinstown. Surrounded by several villages, Martinstown is a large
market town that attracts local people to carry out their weekly shop. Like any large supermarket, it sells a wide range of food and non-food items such as clothing and petrol.
Fred’s prides itself on excellent customer service and realises the importance customer satisfaction has on success.

The business has always performed very well and has maintained high sales levels, helped by the fact that there are no other supermarkets in the area, although the growth in
on-line sales is an increasing threat that the store faces from larger grocery chains. The superstore employs over 180 full-time and part-time workers. The business also
recruits a number of temporary employees in the store over Christmas and during the summer holidays. Jobs at the store are popular, as Fred’s is the largest employer in the
area.

With such a large organisation, it is important to make sure that all employees receive the same messages. A newly appointed store manager felt communication was
excessive in the supermarket and, as a result, has attempted to reduce the amount of information employees receive on a daily basis. Meetings are held once a month and an
employee newsletter is sent out four times a year. There is also a website, aimed at the public, which has a password-protected section for employees to keep up to date with
the latest news. However, staff have complained recently that they are not receiving important information. This had led to incorrect product pricing and delays in changing in
store displays. This has cause confusion for employees and customers alike.

Because of the number of part-time staff, all important messages are emailed. However, on several occasions recently, messages have not been received in time for the
necessary action to take place and, in some cases, have not arrived at all. Although technology has provided many benefits to the operation of the superstore, a recent
decision to allow three office staff to work from home using a computer link has not been popular. Other employees believe it is reducing the presence of important staff in
store and employees working at home feel they are missing out on important information and events, which has lowered their motivation levels.
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Exam-style questions:
1. Outline one benefit to Fred’s Superstore of employing temporary staff (2)

2. Analyse the impact on Fred’s Superstore of insufficient communication (6)

3. Evaluate whether Fred’s Superstore is likely to benefit from the increased use of remote working (12)
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Specification topic: Organisational structures Case Study:
Organic Snacks Ltd
Terry and Helen set up Organic Snacks Ltd over 10 years ago after spotting a gap in the market to provide healthy, organic fast food. The initial restaurant proved very
successful and, within three years, a further six outlets were opened in the local area. Food quality is vital to the business and, where possible, seasonal food supplies are
purchased from local organic firms.
Each restaurant has its own manager and two assistant managers, one in charge of the kitchen and one in charge of the dining area. Assistant managers are in charge of a
supervisor, who report into them directly. The kitchen supervisor is in charge of kitchen and cleaning staff. The dining area supervisor is responsible for all employees who
serve customers.
Labour costs are high, but the hierarchical organisational structure has meant that standards of food and customer service are consistently excellent in all restaurants.
Customers like the fact that, regardless of which restaurant they visit, they always receive the same high standard of quality food and customer service every time. Prices are
higher than rival fast food outlets, but Organic Snacks sales and profit levels are very good.
With a strong brand established, Organic Snacks Ltd has continued to expand and has opened another twenty restaurants throughout the region. Given the rapid growth of
Organic Snacks, Terry and Helen have decided to employ a regional manager, to ensure that each restaurant maintains the same high quality. The regional manager is also
responsible for ordering food supplies. This practice, however, makes the ordering process very time consuming, which has resulted in errors and lateness in food deliveries.
In addition, restaurant managers are finding it difficult to keep up with the large number of emails sent by the regional manager and are often neglecting their day-to-day
tasks.
The new regional manager has been quick to point out that the areas in which each restaurant is located are very different in terms of the customers they serve. She feels
Organic Snacks needs to decentralise and allow each restaurant manager to adapt their menus to meet different customer demands and to reflect the local produce and
specialities in their area.
Concerned about recent communication problems and eager to address the issues raised by the regional manager, Terry and Helen are now considering whether to change
Organic Snack’s organisational structure from its current hierarchical structure to one which is flatter. However, Terry and Helen remain undecided about this decision, as
they are worried that a flatter structure may give too much power to individual restaurant managers and cause problems for the brand.
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Exam-style questions:
1. State one barrier to effective communication that Organic Snacks Ltd faces (1)
2. Analyse the benefit to Organic Snacks Ltd of introducing a decentralised organisational structure
3. In order to maintain the Organic Snack’s brand image Terry and Helen are considering two options:
Option 1: Maintaining the current hierarchical organisational structure
Option 2: Introducing a flatter organisational structure
Justify which one of these options Terry and Helen should choose (9)
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(6)

Specification topic: Effective recruitment
Case Study: New Build plc
New Build plc was set up seven years ago in response to the huge shortage of affordable housing in London and the south-east of England. The business has grown
rapidly and now employs a total of 2,500 employees, 60 of whom are based in the company’s headquarters in east London.
The business has several building projects currently underway in London, including housing estates, luxury flats and two large office blocks. Recruitment of suitable staff
has been a problem for the last two years and is leading to delays in production. As well as skilled crafts people, such as plumbers, carpenters and electricians, the
company needs general, unskilled labourers to work on its building sites.
With house prices being so high in London, the business has also struggled to recruit the required number of professionals for these projects. With the years of training
required to become an engineer, architect or a surveyor (a person who looks at how much a piece of land/property is worth), many of these professionals are looking to
find work outside of London, in other areas of the UK, where they can afford to buy a house.
The company has always viewed internal recruitment as a priority, but the board of directors are now considering using external recruitment more extensively to help
overcome its recruitment issues. The board is also reviewing whether the best way to recruit skilled crafts people is through the current system of application forms.

Exam-style questions:
1. Outline one job role and responsibility of a director at New Build plc (2)
2. Analyse the benefit to New Build plc of using application forms to recruit skilled crafts people (6)
3. In order to improve the effectiveness of its current recruitment New Build plc is considering two options:
Option 1: Continue to prioritise internal recruitment
Option 2: Greater use of external recruitment
Justify which one of these options New Build plc should choose (9)
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Specification Topic: Effective training & development
Case Study: Town & Country Bank
Town & Country Bank is based in the Midlands. It has 82 branches in towns and cities across the region, with its head office and call centre based in Birmingham. In addition
to providing bank accounts for customers, it offers mortgages, personal loans, credit cards and a range of insurances. 60% of its customers are aged over 45 and 38% are
over the age of 60 years.

Will Phillips, Chief Executive, recently approved a £4 million investment into a new IT system. The system, called “Rapport”, enables bank employees to record details of
conversations with customers to build up a picture of their personal financial arrangements. For example, as they speak to a customer, an adviser in branch may find out
when a customer’s home insurance is due to be renewed. They can then record this information in “Rapport” and it will prompt Town & Country to send a letter or make a
telephone call to the customer to provide them with a quote for their insurance when it is due for renewal. It will also prompt bank advisers to encourage customers to get
an insurance quote when they visit the bank.

In addition, branches are being refitted to create large areas for customers to use newly installed self-service machines, enabling them to carry out transactions, such as
paying money into their account themselves. Employees in branch are now expected to spend much more time talking and selling products to customers.

To support this change, Will has also insisted on a full-scale training programme. At a further cost of £1.2 million, an external training company will deliver training to every
branch team as it goes through its refurbishment. Branch managers, customer service managers and sales staff will attend a 2-day training course on the use of “Rapport”.
They will then be expected to provide ongoing training for all branch employees.

The training course will focus specifically on the use of “Rapport” and customer service. The customer service training will involve staff learning how to greet and talk to
customers, how to help customers use the self-service technology and improve their understanding of the sales process.

Will sees this project as vital to the ongoing success and growth of the bank given the increasingly competitive nature of market. Table 1 contains information presented to
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the board of directors when the investment was approved.

Table 1:
Town & Country Bank

Industry Average

Net profit margin

8.1%

9.5%

Average cost of running a branch per year

£735,000

£640,000

% of branch transactions using self-service

54%

72%

% of customers who say they are pleased with
service from their branch

87%

73%

Exam-style questions:

1. State one way in which Town & Country trains and develops its employees (1)

2. Analyse the drawback to Town & Country Bank of using formal training (6)

3. Evaluate whether Town & Country Bank is likely to benefit from training and developing its employees. You should use the information provided as well as your
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knowledge of business (12)

Specification topic: Motivation
Case Study: Wyvern Fruit Farm
Based in the Wyvern valley, Wyvern Fruit Farm is a company that has been operating for over 100 years. It specialises in producing apples, pears and plums and has built
a reputation based upon taste and quality. The company employs very few permanent staff however, in the summer, the farm recruits and employs approximately 150
seasonal staff who pick, check and pack the fruit ready to sell to local customers and wholesale markets.
Most of the seasonal staff return to work at the farm every year. Pickers undertake the same job role for the whole season enabling them to carry out tasks quickly and
efficiently. As hard working, experienced fruit pickers, all fruit picked is of a high quality. The workers are employed on temporary contracts, which can be full-time or
part-time, dependent upon employee preference.
In recent years, the fruit market has become more competitive, due to increased overseas competition. As a result, fruit prices have come down, meaning Wyvern Fruit
Farm needs to increase its productivity in order to survive.
The farm is now considering the introduction of various financial and non-financial methods of motivation. Workers are currently paid by the hour, however a bonus
system based on the amount of fruit picked may be introduced. In addition, workers would be able to purchase fruit at cheaper prices. The introduction of job rotation,
although not currently used, is another possibility for the farm.

Exam-style questions:
1. Outline one financial method of motivation considered by Wyvern Fruit Farm (2)
2. Analyse the benefit to Wyvern Fruit Farm Ltd of having a motivated workforce (6)
3. In order to improve its productivity Wyvern Fruit Farm is considering two options:
Option 1: Introduction of a bonus system based on the amount of fruit picked
Option 2: Introduction of job rotation
Justify which one of these options Wyvern Fruit Farm Ltd should choose (9)
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REVISION TOOLS
Use this section of your Knowledge Organiser to
support you with revision.
Test yourself and then use the revision resources to
help you fill the gaps in your knowledge.
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Section 1 : Recalling Key knowledge
Use your Unit Sheets to plan which revision you need to focus on first.
We all know how great it feels when you can remember the answer.
This section contains graphic organisers which will help you learn and
recall key knowledge from your online lesson.
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Section 2: Key terminology.
Sometimes it can feel like you’re learning a new
language in Business. These graphic organisers
will transform your life by helping you learn and
make connections.
Use the key term sheets to help with this
section.
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•

In the Hexagons you should write key terms that can be linked in some way. The more links the better.

•

You could also include the definitions too.

Net profit margins
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22
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Section 3 Revision Mind Maps
Use the mind maps to revise the topics you
want to go over; start with the one you know the
least first.
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Section 4: Cause and effect
To deepens your learning if you can link the cause and effect of business theory and business examples this will help you to achieve higher grades:
•

Recall and write the causes that you have learnt on the arrows

•

Write the effect in the bubble.
For example: Cause: poor cash flow, unlimited liability, loan repayment, low revenue, no competitive advantage
Effect: insolvent unable to pay debts and owner losses assets
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This graphic organiser is great for organising cause and effects.
Effect

Cause

Effect

Cause

Effect

Cause
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11

Section 5: Case Study Tools
To hit the highest grades the answers to the case study must be incontext therefore
you must be able to analyse a case study. The following are tools that you can use to
analyse the case study in the practice section.

•

Write the name of your case study/example in77the head and the key facts along the tentacles

Section 6 Judgment and Analysis
For the 9 and 12 mark question the examiner
expects in depth analysis and judgment.
The following are tools to help you plan for
judgment and analysis.
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Write the two overall ideas
here. They might be costs and
benefits.
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Section 7: learning beyond the classroom
They say knowledge is power, and in both
papers the last 12 mark question will ask you to
draw on your wider knowledge of business, so
why stop the learning when the lesson stops?!
These graphic organisers will help you to record
what you find out during extra online research.
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Create a graffiti wall to show the key information you have learnt from your extra research

Graffiti wall
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